# Majors by School/College

## College of Education—ILC S110
- **BA-EDUC**  Education
- **EDUC Exploratory Track**

## College of Engineering—Bowker Aud, Stockbridge Hall
- **BS-CHE**  Chemical Engineering
- **BS-CE**  Civil Engineering
- **BS-CSENG**  Computer Systems Engineering
- **BS-EE**  Electrical Engineering
- **BS-IE**  Industrial Engineering
- **BS-ME**  Mechanical Engineering
- **PR-ENGIN**  Pre-Major Engineering
- **ENGIN Exploratory Track**

## College of Humanities & Fine Arts—Mahar Auditorium
- **BA-AFROAM**  Afro-American Studies
- **BA-ART**  Art
- **BFA-ARCH**  Architecture
- **BA-ARTHIS**  Art History
- **BFA-DESIGN**  Design
- **BA-CHINESE**  Chinese Language & Literature
- **BA-CLSICS**  Classics
- **BA-CLAPHI**  Classics & Philosophy
- **BA-COMLIT**  Comparative Literature
- **BA-DANCE**  Dance
- **BA-ENGL**  English
- **BA-FRENST**  French & Francophone Studies
- **BA-GERMAN**  German & Scandinavian Studies
- **BA-HIST**  History
- **BA-ITAL**  Italian Studies
- **BA-JAPAN**  Japanese Language & Literature
- **BA-JUDAIC**  Judaic Studies
- **BA-LING**  Linguistics (with interdisciplinary options)
- **BA-MEAST**  Middle Eastern Studies
- **BMUS-MUSIC**  Music
- **BA-PHILOS**  Philosophy
- **BA-PORT**  Portuguese
- **BA-REESTU**  Russian & East European Studies
- **BA-SPAN**  Spanish
- **BA-THEATR**  Theater
- **BA-WOST**  Women, Gender, Sexuality Studies
- **HFA Exploratory Track**

## College of Information and Computer Sciences—ICS N151
- **BS-CS**  Computer Science
- **ICS Exploratory Track**

## Isenberg School of Management—Campus Center Aud
- **PR-SOM**  Accounting, Finance, Operations & Information Mgt., Management, Marketing
- **BS-HTMGT**  Hospitality & Tourism Management
- **BS-SPTMGT**  Sport Management
- **ISOM Exploratory Track**

## College of Nursing—Thompson Hall 102
- **BS-NURSE**  Nursing

## School of Public Health & Health—Thompson 104
- **BS-COMDIS**  Communication Disorders
- **BS-KIN**  Kinesiology
- **BS-HUMNUT**  Human Nutrition
- **BS-PUBHLC**  Public Health Sciences
- **SPHHS Exploratory Track**

## College of Natural Sciences—Mullins Center
- **BS-ANSCI**  Animal Science
- **BS-ASTRON**  Astronomy
- **BS-BIOCHM**  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
- **BS-BIOL**  Biology
- **BS-BCT**  Building and Construction Technology
- **BS-CHEM**  Chemistry
- **BS-EARTH**  Earth Systems
- **BS-ENVSCI**  Environmental Science
- **BS-FDSCI**  Food Science
- **BS-GEOG**  Geography
- **BS-GEOL**  Geology
- **BS-MATH**  Mathematics
- **BS-MICBIO**  Microbiology
- **BS-NRC**  Natural Resources Conservation
- **BS-PHYSIC**  Physics
- **BS-PLSOIL**  Plant, Soil & Insect Sciences
- **BS-PREDENT**  Pre-Dental Studies
- **BS-PREMED**  Pre-Medical Studies
- **BS-PREVET**  Pre-Veterinary Studies
- **BS-PSYCH**  Psychology
- **BS-SCIENC**  Science
- **BS-SUSTFD**  Sustainable Food & Farming
- **BS-SUSTHRT**  Sustainable Horticulture
- **BS-TURF**  Turfgrass Science
- **CNS Exploratory Track**

**Stockbridge School goes with CNS**
- **AS-ARCF**  Arboriculture & Forest Mgt.
- **AS-ARPK**  Arboriculture & Park Mgt.
- **AS-EQIND**  Equine Management
- **AS-LDCONT**  Landscape Contracting
- **AS-FRVEG**  Sustainable Food & Farming
- **AS-HORTI**  Sustainable Horticulture
- **AS-TURF**  Turfgrass Management

## College of Social & Behavioral Sciences—Fine Arts Center
- **BA-ANTH**  Anthropology
- **BA-COMM**  Communication
- **BA-ECON**  Economics
- **BA-ENVDES**  Environmental Design
- **BA-JOURN**  Journalism
- **BA-LDARC**  Landscape Architecture
- **BA-LEGAL**  Legal Studies
- **BA-POLSCI**  Political Science
- **BA-RESEC**  Resource Economics
- **BA-STEP**  Social Thought & Political Economy
- **BA-SOC**  Sociology
- **BA-SUSCOMM**  Sustainable Community Development
- **SBS Exploratory Track**
Monday, September 7th — College Meetings at 1:15PM